NETWORK SECURITY

SERVICE BRIEF

Network Security - Monitoring and Maintenance
How secure is your network? Are you at risk?
It’s time to get proactive!
Protect your Business Inside and Out
The Internet offers
significant benefits to
small and mediumsized businesses, but
with it comes many
potent security
issues. From
Malware to Data
Theft, layering
protection into your
current I.T.
infrastructure is becoming more and more
important every day. We can help you by
reviewing your company's needs and finding a
solution that works best for your business.

Content Filtering
Protect your Users from Harmful Internet Content
Block inappropriate websites and content from
entering your network. Do you have employees
getting distracted at work with social networks
like Facebook and Twitter? Do you want to
improve the work environment by blocking adult
content that is simply not tasteful? Our flexible
content filters solutions can be set up with
customized policies that keep your employees
from getting distracted with sites that might keep
them from doing their job, while still allowing
them to search and browse the web as
needed. Content filtering works in concert with
your firewall solution to block malware (which is
often found on inappropriate sites anyway!) to
keep your I.T. infrastructure safe and secure.

Antivirus
Spyware, Malware, Worms... the threats are
abundant.
Ever since the Internet began incorporating itself
into everyone's lives, viruses and spyware have
done the same. Today, there are hundreds of
thousands of viruses, and the number keeps
growing. Viruses can cause a lot of problems for
businesses, slowing workstations and networks
down to a crawl, and can often be attributed to
data loss. As part of our proactive I.T., we keep
your antivirus licenses and definitions up to date
to protect your bottom line. Our antivirus
solution has a small footprint, keeping
workstation bottlenecks at a minimum.

Firewalls and Network Protection
Infrastructure
Prevent Threats from Entering your Infrastructure
While Antivirus is vital to ensure a healthy I.T.
infrastructure, precautions can be taken to stop
viruses from entering your infrastructure in the
first place. Prevent workstation downtime and
slowness issues by locking down your network
behind a Firewall. We can help pick out the best
Firewall solution for your business, getting you
the most for your budget. In fact, our solutions
offer enterprise-level features for a smallbusiness price. Stop dealing with workstationbased software firewalls that drastically slow
down your end-users' computers. Prevent
harmful intrusion issues before you have to deal
with them.

Features
 24x7x365 Network Monitoring,
Security, and Maintenance

 Managed Antivirus Protection
 Malware Protection
 Content Filtering and Blacklisting
 Managed & Monitored Firewall
Solutions

 Flexible to match your needs

Benefits
 Protect your network from harmful
viruses and malware

 Antivirus License Management
 Protect yourself against external
network attacks

 Block unwanted and inappropriate
content from your users

 Blacklist sites that waste customer
time such as YouTube and Social
Networks

 Keep your network from getting
bogged down, allowing users to be
more efficient.

 Flexible and customizable to meet
your organization’s needs.
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